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Technetium Tc 99m Generator
Secondary shield to further reduce radiation

5cc and 10cc elution vials
Elution vial shield
Adaptors for various elution vials
Sterile needle pack and labels furnished with each generator

20ml elution vials available on request
Technetium Tc 99m Generators for the Production of Sodium Pertechnetate Tc 99m

DESCRIPTION: The Technetium Tc 99m Generator is prepared with fissile produced Molybdenum Mo 99 absorbed on alumina in a lead-shielded column and provides a means for obtaining sterile pyrogen-free solutions of Sodium Pertechnetate Tc 99m in sodium chloride injection. The eluate should be crystal clear. With a pK of 4.5 to 5.5, hydrochloric acid and/or sodium hydroxide may have been used for pH adjustment. Over the life of the generator, an elution will contain a yield of 80% to 100% of the theoretical amount of Technetium Tc 99m available from the Molybdenum Mo 99 on the generator column.

Each eluate of the generator should not contain more than 0.15 microcurie of the Molybdenum Mo 99 per millicurie of Technetium Tc 99m per administered dose at the time of administration, and not more than 50 microcuries of aluminum per millicurie of the generator eluate, both of which must be determined by the user before administration.

INDICATIONS AND USAGE: Sodium Pertechnetate Tc 99m is used IN ADULTS as an agent for brain imaging including cerebral radionuclide angiography, thyroid imaging, salivary gland imaging, placenta localization, blood pool imaging including radionuclide angiography, and urinary bladder imaging (direct isotope cystography) for detection of vesico-ureteral reflux.

Sodium Pertechnetate Tc 99m is used IN CHILDREN as an agent for brain imaging including cerebral radionuclide angiography, thyroid imaging, blood pool imaging including radionuclide angiography, and urinary bladder imaging (direct isotope cystography) for detection of vesico-ureteral reflux.

CONTRAINDICATIONS: None known.

WARNINGS: Radiation risks associated with the use of Sodium Pertechnetate Tc 99m are greater in children than in adults. In general, the younger the child the greater the risk owing to greater absorbed radiation doses and longer life expectancy. These greater risks should be taken firmly into account in all benefit-risk assessments involving children.

PRECAUTIONS: As in the use of any radioactive material, care should be taken to minimize radiation exposure to the patient consistent with proper patient management and to ensure minimum radiation exposure to occupational workers.

CARCINOGENESIS, MUTAGENESIS, IMPAIRMENT OF FERTILITY: No long-term animal studies have been performed to evaluate carcinogenic potential or whether Technetium Tc 99m may affect fertility in males or females.

Pregnancy Category C: Animal reproductive studies have not been conducted with Technetium Tc 99m. It is also not known whether Technetium Tc 99m can cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman or can affect reproductive capacity. Technetium Tc 99m should be given to a pregnant woman only if the expected benefits to the mother outweigh the potential hazards to the fetus. Evidently, examinations using radiopharmaceuticals, especially those effective in nature, of a woman of childbearing capability should be performed during the first few (approximately 10) days following the onset of menses.

Technetium Tc 99m is excreted in human milk during lactation, and therefore formula feedings should be substituted for breast feedings.

ADVERSE REACTIONS: Allergic reactions including anaphylaxis have been reported infrequently following the administration of Sodium Pertechnetate Tc 99m.

HOW SUPPLIED: Sodium Pertechnetate Tc 99m is supplied as a Molybdenum Mo 99/Technetium Tc 99m generator in sizes from 300 milliliters up to 16,600 milliliters (in approximately 25-milliliters increments) of Molybdenum Mo 99 as of 10:00 P.M. Eastern Time of the day of calibration. The TECHNOGENIC Tc 99m GENERATOR consists of (1) sterile generator, (2) Sodium Chloride Injection source, (3) 10 cc sterile evacuated vials, (4) sterile needles, (5) elution vial sheet, (6) finished drug labels. Elution vials in 5 cc and 20 cc sizes are available upon request.

Initial order only: The TECHNOGENIC Tc 99m GENERATOR should not be used after sixteen (16) days from the date and time of calibration.
Bone scintigraphy: This H can save you an hour.

**HMDP-CIS (TCK-21)**
- Easy preparation.
- Excellent In-Vivo and In-Vitro stability.
- Earlier imaging: pictures from one hour after injection.

International CIS goes faster in bone imaging.
AMR presents

**AccuSync**

The finest R-wave Triggering device available for computerized gated cardiac studies.

**AccuSync-5R Features**
- Isolation Amplifier for Patient Safety.
- Digital CRT Monitor.
- ECG Strip Chart Recorder.
- Heart Rate/R-R int.
- Trigger Pulse LED.
- Trigger Control.
- R-Trigger Output, Compatible with all Computers.
- ECG Output.
- Playback Mode.
- Event Marker

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>FEATURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AccuSync-6</td>
<td>All AccuSync-5R features with the exception of the Strip Chart Recorder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AccuSync-IR</td>
<td>All AccuSync-5R features with the exception of Digital CRT Monitor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AccuSync-2</td>
<td>All AccuSync-IR features incorporated into a Module designed to fit into certain Mobile cameras.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AccuSync-3</td>
<td>All AccuSync-IR features with the exception of the Strip Chart Recorder and Playback Mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AccuSync-4</td>
<td>All AccuSync-3 features with the exception of the Heart Rate/R-R int. display.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Advanced Medical Research Corp./301 Brewster Road/P.O. Box 3094
Milford, CT 06460/Telephone: (203) 877-1610
THE CARDIAC STRESS TEST SYSTEM THAT IS COMPATIBLE WITH ANY SCINTILLATION CAMERA.

ND Medical Products WK90E Stress System represents the most advanced cardiac stress test system available today.

- The smoothest pedaling ergometer
- Ergometer or exercise option
- Retractable casters
- External control operation
- Removable adjusting patient incline
- External control operation
- Dual RPM meters
- Optional computer control

Please call or write for hospital references, information and prices.
Now, a TSH with an ED$_{50}$ at 6, for improved low-end sensitivity.

**GAMMADAB HS' hTSH RIA Kit**

Introducing a new dimension in TSH testing from Clinical Assays. If the TSH kit you are using has a 50 percent inhibition point near 20, it probably lacks sensitivity in the low end. This can often yield high-normal values that are inconsistent with the clinical picture.

Now you have a choice. In addition to the convenient, three-hour GAMMADAB® hTSH RIA Kit, there is now the GAMMADAB® HS hTSH RIA Kit. It can provide precise, accurate, low-end readings you can rely on. Why? Because it features human serum-based standards, a highly specific antibody, and an overnight incubation that optimizes kinetics. These combine to bring you an ED$_{50}$ of 6 — where you really need it.

* A higher count rate, too.
This high sensitivity TSH also has a high count rate which can speed sample throughput and improve precision.

Call toll-free for clinical data: 800-225-1241.
For clinical data on the new GAMMADAB® HS hTSH RIA Kit, technical information, or an evaluation kit, call toll-free, or collect within Massachusetts, 617-492-2526. Or write Clinical Assays, 620 Memorial Drive, Cambridge, MA 02139. TELEX: 921461 CLASS CAM.
Now. An on-board computer and high resolution images. Anywhere.

New Data Mo™ Computerized Mobile Camera System from Picker International.

Picker International's new Data Mo™ is a completely integrated mobile camera and computer. Its mobility brings all the benefits of high resolution imaging and quantitative analysis right to the patient. Fully supported software is available for your clinical setting. Use the Data Mo™ in intensive care, cardiac care unit or emergency room. Even right in the Nuclear Medicine Department to take the strain off peak workload periods.

Call your local Picker International representative to get all the information about the computer power of Data Mo™ with its high resolution images. Or write: Picker International, Nuclear and Ultrasound, 12 Clintonville Road, P.O. Box 99, Northford, CT 06472, (203) 484-2711.

PICKER INTERNATIONAL
Because we pioneered the nuclear pharmacy field, we naturally took the name for our company. Today we operate the largest chain of centralized nuclear pharmacies in the United States because you, our customers, like the job that we've done and continue to do for you. Call us— not only for radiopharmaceuticals on prescription in unit and multi-doses but also for our exclusive services ranging from waste disposal to radiation safety consultation to instrument calibration, as well as many new services continually being added. We have a Pharmacy Service Center near you. Call us.

We're No.1 and we earn the right every day.

For Service...With Speed!

The company that made NUCLEAR PHARMACY a proper name!

505/345-3551 P.O. Box 25141, Albuquerque, NM 87125

The company that made NUCLEAR PHARMACY a proper name!
For superior SPECT imaging...
Get the best camera and a computer of your choice.

High quality SPECT imaging starts with a superior gamma camera. Siemens offers you today’s best—the high performance ZLC gamma camera. We’ll provide you with a turnkey SPECT system which incorporates our proven ZLC cameras and a nuclear medicine computer of your choice.

The ZLC camera combines the mechanical stability and accurate rotational positioning of the Orbiter with unsurpassed detector linearity and uniformity—prerequisites for high resolution, artifact-free SPECT imaging.

ZLC cameras ensure user-friendly interface with contemporary nuclear medicine computers. And, of course, you can also choose the ZLC 3700 S or ZLC 7500 S camera with our ECT Processor.

To protect your investment, our SPECT systems are offered with comprehensive service programs backed by one of the industry’s largest technical service organizations dedicated to nuclear medicine. For additional information on our SPECT systems, contact your local Siemens representative or:

Siemens Medical Systems, Inc.
Nuclear Medicine Division
186 Wood Avenue South
Iselin, NJ 08830. (201) 321-4500.

Circle Reader Service No. 21

Siemens.
Meeting your diagnostic requirements...into the future.
WHERE THE ACTION IS!  DUAL-PHOTON ABSORPTIOMETRY OF TRABECULAR BONE

Metabolic bone diseases, such as osteoporosis and renal osteodystrophy, affect trabecular bone preferentially. The new cures for these conditions usually are evident only in trabecular bone. That's why outmoded forearm densitometers missed the boat. Try the automated DP3 SPINE SCANNER – “The Clinical Solution” – unparalleled for diagnostic accuracy and monitoring sensitivity plus super on-site training and service. A complete line of instrumentation you can be sure of from THE LEADER IN BONE MEASUREMENT.

LUNAR RADIATION CORP.
10 N. Charter St., Madison, WI 53715
(608) 258-8545

In Scandinavia: Alnor Instrument AB, Nykoping, Sweden 46-155-68050
COMMITTED TO THE FUTURE OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE

More Than Just The Leaders In Dose Calibrators... Capintec, Your Answer For Quality Assurance.

• The CRC®-50 Quality Assurance Center
  All the radionuclide dose calibration data you need is at your fingertips with the CRC-50. The compact modular system provides future dose planning, inventory control, and record keeping capabilities. You’ll have push-button access to ten program modes, CRT display, both ticket and page-size reports plus a minicassette record — all together in an easy-to-operate, easy-to-own system.

• The CAP-MAC™ Moly Assay Canister
  A fully shielded method for molybdenum breakthrough assays. The CAP-MAC encloses the vial during “milking” of your technetium generator; during transport to the ionization chamber; during Mo99 and Tc99m activity measurement; and, finally, for safe removal from the chamber. It’s safe — and simple.

• The Vanderbilt Cardiac Phantom (CP-201)
  The CP-201 provides unparalleled simulation of left ventricle and atrium geometry. It produces a variable heart-beat rate and assesses ejection fraction. It rotates to allow for exact determinations of wall motion. The Vanderbilt Cardiac Phantom is the new standard in total imaging system evaluation, including gated studies.

Contact the leader: A Capintec sales representative is ready to demonstrate the latest developments in nuclear medicine quality assurance technology.
apex SPECT systems

Homing in on Perfection

elscint
Elscint revolutionized the practice of Nuclear Medicine with the world's first digital gamma camera systems. Today, this forward-looking company is still in the lead – with the world's best system for Single Photon Emission Computerized Tomography: Apex 415 ECT. Apex ECT systems include all the advantages of the Apex family of digital integrated gamma cameras, plus some other remarkable features which keep them far ahead: total clinical capability, vast computer power, circular or elliptical orbit of rotation, full flexibility in clinical reporting, and operator-selectable Continuous or Step-and-shoot modes.

**Apex SPECT**

**Universal NM System**

Innovatively designed to include all Nuclear Medicine functions, Apex ECT is a high-quality, easily-positioned gamma camera system for conventional use, as well as a capable whole-body scanner for single- or dual-pass bone scans, above or below the table. It is also the most versatile rotational ECT scanner on the market, fully upgradeable to accommodate future developments.

**Apex SPECT**

**Integrated Digital SPECT System**

Apex ECT has its own high-powered integrated multiprocessor; unlike most competitive systems, it needs no accessory stand-alone computer. A built-in high speed array processor enables near-instantaneous reconstruction – only 3.5 seconds per slice. In addition, the Apex computer controls acquisition and display functions, and all detector movements. Sophisticated attenuation correction algorithms insure highest image verity, regardless of body contour.

**Apex SPECT**

**Getting Closer for Better Resolution**

In NM imaging, the distance between the radiating organ and the detector is a major factor in achieving high resolution. Apex ECT narrows the gap: its elliptical orbit of rotation approximates the body's cross-sectional profile, permitting the detector to get closer than the conventional circular orbit.

Elscint Inc.
930 Commonwealth Avenue,
Boston, MA 02215, U.S.A.
Tel: (617)739-6000
Toll Free: (800)343-9504

Elscint European Operations
40 rue Jean Jaurès,
93170 Bagneux, France.
Tel: (01)36213.05
**Apex SPECT**

**Covering all the Angles**

Apex ECT’s sophisticated software enables reconstruction of slices at virtually any angle, along any clinically useful plane. Data for transaxial, sagittal and coronal planes are automatically output by the computer. Clinical reports can be prepared directly on-screen, complete with clinical images and all necessary alphanumeric information. Hard copy is produced on standard X-ray film by Elscint’s FORMAX™ multifORMAT camera.

**Apex SPECT**

**Rotation Control for Specialized Needs**

In Continuous mode, gantry rotation speed is continuously variable from 1/30 rpm to 1 rpm, enabling selection of optimum scan times. Arc of rotation, up to 540°, is also selectable, with full cable protection through electronic auto-stop.

In Step-and-shoot mode, particularly applicable to gated Thallium tomographic studies, the rotational steps are precision-controlled by the Apex ECT computer. A 180° arc begins and ends at any operator-selected position.
Only you know the look you like in video images. Show that look to a Kodak representative, and we're prepared to deliver that look. And keep it. It's a big commitment, but one we're equipped to back up.

**Become a VIP?**

This service, and many more, is part of a comprehensive Kodak video imaging program. It's a complete package of products and services designed to make your life easier in any modality that involves imaging on a video monitor. It's brought to you only by Kodak, and only by your Kodak representative.

It all begins with the widest choice of films in video imaging: five films, ideally suited to recording images from video monitors. Depending on your preferences, imaging modality, and equipment, each of these high-resolution, single-emulsion films can deliver a superb image.

As a first step, your Kodak representative will suggest which is best for you.
images with the roomlight too!

Putting numbers on your "look."
Now, watch the monitor on your multiformat camera as your Kodak representative helps you arrive at the specific look you like. Then, drawing on special training and experience, and the Kodak video display analyzer, your technical sales representative can—with many multifORMAT cameras—literally "put numbers" on that look.

Even write them on a special label applied to your camera. So you can always return the monitor to the exact settings which produce the results you prefer. Your look is repeatable.

All in full room illumination...with Kodaflex products.
We’ve even improved on the way you do everyday jobs like loading, unloading, and processing film. Made them easier, more convenient. Because new Kodaflex products let you do all these things in full room illumination! It’s not only handy; it means you can now make more efficient use of available space.

With Kodaflex products you can have a roomlight film-handling system with a difference. And that difference is the reliable operation you expect from Kodak products with the knowledgeable backup you expect from your Kodak representative. The system includes film-holders and dispensers, magazines, unloaders, and, of course, your favorite Kodak X-Omat processors. Everything it takes to make your life a little easier.

We’ve put over a century of imaging experience into the Kodak video imaging program. We think you’ll say, "It shows!" Ask your Kodak representative for all the details. Or, write Eastman Kodak Company, Department 412-L, VI, Rochester, New York 14650.

Imaging as you like it.
YOU DON’T HAVE TO KEEP YOUR FINGER ON THE TRIGGER!!

The BRATILE R-DETECT automatically adjusts the threshold level . . . there is no manual setting needed.

MODEL 210
The BRATILE R-DETECT offers you fully automatic R-wave triggering and is compatible with all nuclear medicine computers. In addition, the model 211 has a strip chart with EKG and event marker indicating the exact location of the R-DETECT signal.

Special Features
- Fully automatic threshold
- Only two electrodes
- High heart rate capability . . . ideal for stress testing
- Selectable PVC rejection
- Digital heart rate readout
- Pacemaker pulse rejection
- Flashing LED indicates QRS
- LED indicates faulty electrode connections
- Analog ECG output
- Compatible with all nuclear medicine computers
- Stripchart with EKG and R-DETECT event marker (model 211 only)

Medical Electronics Corporation
Brattle Instrument Division
335 Newbury Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
(617) 536-8300
Now it’s convenient, accurate. Introducing SynteVent™ Aerosol Delivery System

New SynteVent is a unique aerosol system designed to deliver uniform submicronic (0.5 micron mass median diameter) droplets to the lung for ventilation scanning. A complete, closed system, SynteVent is easily assembled, lightweight and portable. Normal tidal breathing for 3 to 5 minutes allows up to six views of the lung.

For more complete information, call 415-856-2422, or write Synaco, Inc. at the address below.

© 1983, Synaco, Inc. QSYN-134 8093
thrombosis
detection of DVT using I-125 fibrinogen

CCC-4TP

- Position on leg
- Percent uptake
- Direct digital percent readout
- Printout saves time
- Bedside operation
- Right angle probe minimizes patient disturbance
- Controls are on probe
- Operator error protection
- Versatile — settable for other isotopes

Print Out 1¾ inch wide

TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES
7051 ETON AVE. • CANOGA PARK, CA. 91303 (213) 883-7043

THE JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE
The HEART of a Nuclear Medicine system is the detector. While others rest on the past, we have been investing in your future. Inquire about the INTERAD 520.

- 1mm. Resolution*
- 16.5” x 19” UFOV
- P-CEL Tuning
- SPECT

**INTERAD Systems Inc., 1100 Remington Road, Schaumburg, IL 60195**
(312) 885-1100  •  (800) 323-6835  •  Telex 701459
Save Time & Money. Dysan Diskettes from Comark.

A quality diskette is essential for critical applications. Buying smart is essential, too.

Dysan’s advanced production techniques assure that each Dysan diskette is certified 100% error free. You can count on Dysan for your ADAC*, MDS*, Elscint*, Technicare*, and many other medical systems.

Give Comark a call on our toll free number. We have a complete inventory of the finest quality diskettes, Dysan. BUY SMART!

Pricing for Dysan 800803/800806 diskettes, 8” double sided/double density.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-90</td>
<td>$4.75/ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-190</td>
<td>$4.50/ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200+</td>
<td>$4.25/ea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Call for our special annual contract pricing.

Comark, Inc.
481 W. Fullerton Avenue, Elmhurst, Illinois 60126

Toll-Free Order Hotline
1-800-323-6135
In Illinois, call collect (312) 834-5000

Dysan is a registered trademark of Dysan Corporation. *Trademarks of respective manufacturers.
Imaging Excellence… what does this mean?

AT NEN/DU PONT, OUR JOB IS TO HELP YOU ACHIEVE IMAGING EXCELLENCE.
OUR CUSTOMERS GET MORE VALUE AND A BETTER IMAGE.

- **Quality products**: NEN/Du Pont is the leading supplier of agents and isotopes. Strict quality control is a vital ingredient in each of our products. You get dependable results.
- **Customer technical service**: Our customers have fast, easy access to a team of professionals who understand their needs. We have the latest information on agents, instrument settings, film and processing… to help improve your image.
- **Customer service and delivery**: Our record of getting all products to more hospitals on time is unmatched. You get prompt, personalized order entry and fast dependable delivery.
- **Referral-building educational services**: Our library contains the profession’s most valued teaching programs on heart, tumor, lung and hepatobiliary imaging. Check out our programs and watch your referrals grow.
- **“DRG”-response services**: We provide unique assistance to our customers in meeting the many challenges of prospective reimbursement.
- **Field technical representation**: Highly trained representatives in nuclear medicine—who listen and respond to customer needs in order to be a valuable resource for our customers.
- **NEN/Du Pont commitment**: We’re committed to nuclear medicine. Our investment spans radiology, pharmaceuticals, the clinical laboratory—and research into new products.

**IMAGING EXCELLENCE**

We can help you achieve imaging excellence. Contact your local NEN technical representative to learn more.

and International 617-482-9595, Telex: 94-0996 / Europe: NEN Chemicals GmbH, D-6072 Dreieich, W. Germany, Postfach 401240, Tel: (06103) 803-0, Order Entry: (06103) 803115, Telex: 4-17993 NEN D
Canada: Du Pont Canada Inc. (NEN Products), 2453 46th Avenue, Lachine, Quebec H8T 3C9, Tel: 514-636-4971,
Telex: 05-82108

New England Nuclear®

Du Pont
New, Low-Cost
“ICS™” Isotope Computer System

Provides rapid, reliable determination of radioisotope activity and concentration for permanent record-keeping

- Calculates activity, activity/ml and syringe volume.
- Built-in printer provides permanent record of date, time, radioisotope, activity, concentration (activity/ml) and syringe volume.
- Performs 99Mo assay as required by regulatory agencies.
- Microcomputer compensates for decay according to half-life of selected radioisotope. Instrument is pre-programmed for 32 different isotopes.

The low-cost “ICS” Isotope Computer System takes all the headaches out of doing complex calculations of radioisotope activity. And, it reduces the need to handle isotopes to an absolute minimum. A built-in microcomputer stores the measured activity together with the date, time, isotope identification and sample volume. When the activity/ml must be known at a later time, the system automatically calculates it in megabecquerels/ml or mCi/ml. It also determines the exact syringe volume needed to deliver a specified dose.

All you have to do is key in the corresponding isotope number. The ICS then does its calculation, automatically compensating for decay according to the half-life of that particular isotope. To insure maximum flexibility, the ICS is pre-programmed with the half-life of 32 different isotopes. It also can be programmed for 7 different 99mTc agents at the same time.

Send for complete details.
Ask for Bulletin 340-B

Other Low-Cost Radioisotope Calibrators Also Available

“Cal/Rad” Calibrator
Deluxe Calibrator

VICTOREEN NUCLEAR ASSOCIATES
100 Voice Road
Carle Place, N.Y. 11514
(516) 741-6360
A Sheller-Globe Corporation Subsidiary
TM Victoreen, Inc.
The Radioimmunoassay System that Delivers!

The Cap-Ria System, developed by the leaders in nuclear medicine dose calibrators, has been designed to provide the fastest gamma counter available. Reinforced by outstanding data reduction, Cap-Ria will deliver more tests per hour at greater accuracies than ever before available in any RIA system.

Gamma Counter: The Cap-Ria counter is capable of counting up to 16 tubes at once (960 per hour at 1-minute counts). You select the isotope, I-125 or Co-57, or both simultaneously, then select the time, 1 to 65,000 seconds, and the Cap-Ria counter delivers.

Data Processor: The Cap-Ria data processor, a disk-based 16-bit microcomputer stores up to 80 user-generated protocols per disk. In the Run assay mode, after processing standards by up to six different algorithms, the displayed curve can be edited before computing unknown controls.

Also included are both a Q.C. mode for data comparison (Tabular and Levy-Jennings plots) and a Calibration mode providing many routines to enable calibration and verification to assure accurate results.

Printer: The Cap-Ria printer provides reproduction of the displayed and computer data at 120 characters per second.

After all, the Cap-Ria System has the reliability and serviceability inherent in all Capintec systems. Backed by years of experience and dedicated service to health care providers, Cap-Ria users consistently achieve accurate, reliable and trouble-free results...Cap-Ria delivers!

Capintec, Inc.
6 Arrow Road
Ramsey, New Jersey 07446
(800) 631-3826 (201) 825-9500
Telex 642375 (CAPINTEC RASY)
Evaluation of cardiac conduction and contraction abnormalities by means of Factor Analysis. (Gustave Roussy-Villejuif Hospital)

THE LOOK OF THE FUTURE IN NUCLEAR IMAGING. TODAY.

Introducing the S-400 series, another leap forward from sopha. A completely new processing method — factorial analysis — results in a more clearly defined visual image. Unique to sopha, factorial analysis provides state-of-the-art diagnostic accuracy. Information is detailed on the brilliant color display with pixel-perfect resolution. And because of sopha's built-in flexibility, the system can be adapted to any application, from community hospital to medical research center.

Using the S-400 is uncomplicated. Interactive, user-friendly software makes training simple. Patient processing is easy, too. The optional GEDOS patient file management system cross-references data quickly. Complete historical dossiers can be pulled immediately.

sopha offers quality customer support with a professional staff that is always accessible to meet the specific needs of each user.

Dedicated to the advancement of medical imaging.

A continuing commitment to excellence ensures customers of the most advanced technology coupled with dedicated service.

With many years of clinical experience and worldwide expertise, sopha is at the forefront of nuclear medical data processing. For a better look at the S-400 series, fill out the coupon below. Send it to sopha and get closer to the future. Today.

sopha development, inc.
clinical data systems
2979-c Pacific Drive
Norcross, Georgia 30071
(404) 447-1964

To see all the things you've been looking for in a Nuclear Medicine data processing system, return this coupon today so we can arrange the best day for your System demonstration.

[] I want to look at the S-400 sopha data processing system
Please call to arrange a demonstration.

[] Please send me more information about the sopha S-400

NAME (Please Print) ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ______ STATE ______ ZIP ______
PHONE (Area Code) ___________ Ext. ______

sopha development data processing systems
Space/time quantitative thallium imaging

Daniel S. Berman, MD
Director, Nuclear Cardiology
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
Associate Clinical Professor of Radiology
University of California, Los Angeles
School of Medicine

Ernest V. Garcia, PhD
Director, Nuclear Medicine Computer Sciences
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
Adjunct Assistant Instructor of Radiology
University of California, Los Angeles
School of Medicine

Jamshid Maddahi, MD
Director, Nuclear Cardiac Stress Testing
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
Assistant Professor of Medicine
University of California, Los Angeles
School of Medicine

At Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, we have developed a computerized technique for analyzing both the regional myocardial distribution and the washout of thallium-201. The technique combines some of the most useful aspects of previously described quantitative approaches to thallium imaging with certain unique display features. Our studies so far have convinced us that the method yields objective, highly accurate results and, more important, provides valuable information that often cannot be obtained by visual inspection alone of thallium-201 scintigrams.

Space/time quantitation

The method we have developed for simultaneous spatial and temporal quantitation of myocardial thallium distribution uses a computer to

- perform interpolative background subtraction of the images. This approach to myocardial background subtraction—first described by Goris and colleagues—and modified by Watson et al—appears to provide the most satisfactory approximation of the true background contribution.
- generate and display maximal circumferential profiles representing the myocardial distribution of thallium in the immediate-postexercise and 4-hour delayed images. Following the approach suggested by Burow et al and Vogel and associates, the profiles are constructed by the computer for the postexercise images from the maximal-count-per-pixel values along 60 radii spaced at 6° intervals.
- generate and display washout circumferential profiles. These profiles are computer-constructed by subtracting, point for point, the 4-hour distribution profile from the initial postexercise profile, and then dividing by the initial profile. This yields a percent washout rate for each region around the myocardium.
- compare both the initial distribution profile and the percent washout profile with previously established normal profiles. Our normal profiles are drawn from a population of patients with less than a 1% likelihood of coronary disease on the basis of Bayesian analysis. This approach avoids the pitfalls inherent in defining as normals either patients with normal coronary arteriography (who, in fact, may have nonatherosclerotic ischemic disease) or "normal volunteers" (who may have occult coronary disease).

Operator interaction is confined to selecting the ventricular region of interest for background subtraction; visual determination of the center of the ventricle (and thus the maximum radius to which the computer will search); and locating the apex. Of these three operator-dependent steps, location of the apex is most critical. The computer automatically assigns the selected apex to the 90° position for comparison of the curves for washout calculation and for comparison of patient results with our normal values.

Displaying the data

Finally, the computer displays the quantitative data in a way that is very easy to comprehend and interpret. In addition to curves of initial distribution, 4-hour distribution and percent washout for the anterior, 45° LAO and 70° LAO views, the display shows a series of three concentric ellipses that permits immediate identification of segments with abnormal perfusion and/or washout.

The innermost of these three ellipses is a reference indicating the position of the myocardium. The middle ellipse corresponds to initial postexercise thallium distribution, and the outer ellipse to the percent washout for each region. Consecutive unbroken ellipses in each view suggest a normal study—with no regions of perfusion deficit or abnormal washout. Gaps in the middle ellipse represent abnormal regional perfusion; gaps in the outer ellipse represent abnormal regional washout. Regional abnormalities are determined by the computer by comparison with the lower limits of normal established for both perfusion and washout from our normal population.

Improved thallium imaging

We believe that our program overcomes some of the limitations associated with reliance on visual interpretation of thallium-201 images. The first of these, as most experienced observers would admit, is the subjectivity of visual analysis and the consequent variability of reported sensitivity and specificity values. In our recently reported study, the sensitivity
Quantitative thallium study demonstrating significant three-vessel coronary disease. On visual inspection, the study was read as normal. The unbroken middle ellipses in all views suggest no perfusion defects—consistent with the visual interpretation. However, gaps in the outer ellipses indicate washout abnormalities in the distribution of each of the major coronary arteries. Angiography revealed 90% stenoses of each of the proximal arteries.

and specificity for detection of coronary artery disease were 93% and 90%, respectively—compared to 91% and 86% for visual interpretation. More important, interobserver agreement was 93% with the quantitative technique—higher than reported for visual interpretation, and suggesting that high sensitivity and specificity values could be routinely obtained in every nuclear cardiology laboratory.

Another reported problem is the relative insensitivity of visual analysis for identifying individual-vessel coronary lesions. Visual reading relies on the fact that the initial myocardial distribution of thallium reflects relative, not absolute, differences in uptake between ischemic and nonischemic regions. Thus, in a patient with multivessel disease, some areas with diminished perfusion may appear relatively normal compared with a more severely hypoperfused region. In the worst case, significant three-vessel disease with balanced reduction in blood flow may not be seen as abnormal by visual inspection of the images.

Our technique overcomes this limitation by quantifying regional thallium washout, thus permitting us to compare each region with itself over time rather than with other regions. Because ischemic regions demonstrate altered washout, we can thus identify areas supplied by stenosed vessels which might be undetected by visual region-to-region comparison alone.

How successful have we been in identifying individual diseased vessels? In our recent study, we detected left anterior descending disease with a sensitivity of 80% (compared to 56% for visual inspection), left circumflex disease with a sensitivity of 63% (compared to 34%) and right coronary disease with a sensitivity of 94% (compared to 65%). In addition, our sensitivity for distinguishing coronary arteries with moderate disease was 70%, compared to 35% by visual inspection.

Clinical implications

The increased sensitivity and specificity of our program, and the enhanced interobserver agreement, have important implications not only for detection of coronary disease, but also for patient prognosis. We know from angiographic studies that the likelihood of major cardiac events may be related to the location and extent of a patient's coronary disease. The ability to identify individual-vessel disease—especially in patients with multiple-vessel involvement—that we have demonstrated with our quantitative approach to thallium imaging suggests that such potentially prognostic information can now be obtained noninvasively, with the attendant advantages of reduced patient inconvenience and lower cost.
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Presented as a continuing medical education service of New England Nuclear®
Thallous Chloride

TI 201

INDICATIONS AND USAGE: Thallous Chloride TI 201 may be useful in myocardial perfusion imaging for the diagnosis and localization of myocardial infarction. It may also be useful in conjunction with exercise stress testing as an adjunct in the diagnosis of ischemic heart disease (atherosclerotic coronary artery disease).

CONTRAINDICATIONS: None known.

WARNINGS: In studying patients in whom myocardial infarction or ischemia is known or suspected, care should be taken to assure continuous clinical monitoring and treatment in accordance with safe, accepted procedure. Exercise stress testing should be performed only under the supervision of a qualified physician and in a laboratory equipped with appropriate resuscitation and support apparatus.

PRECAUTIONS: Data are not available concerning the effect of marked alterations in blood glucose, insulin, or pH (such as is found in diabetes mellitus) on the quality of thallium TI 201 scans. Attention is directed to the fact that thallium is a potassium analog, and since the transport of potassium is affected by these factors, the possibility exists that the thallium may likewise be affected.

Thallous Chloride TI 201, as all radioactive materials, must be handled with care and with appropriate safety measures to minimize external radiation exposure to clinical personnel. Care should also be taken to minimize radiation exposure to patients in a manner consistent with proper patient management.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility. No long-term animal studies have been performed to evaluate carcinogenic potential or whether Thallous Chloride TI 201 affects fertility in males or females.

Pregnancy Category C. Animal reproductive studies have not been conducted with Thallous Chloride TI 201. It is also not known whether Thallous Chloride TI 201 can cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman or can affect reproduction capacity. Thallous Chloride TI 201 should be given to a pregnant woman only if clearly needed.

Ideally, examinations using radiopharmaceuticals, especially those elective in nature, of a woman of childbearing capability should be performed during the first two (approximately 10) days following the onset of menses.

Nursing Mothers. It is not known whether this drug is excreted in human milk. As a general rule nursing should not be undertaken when a patient is administered radioactive material.

Pediatric Use. Safety and effectiveness in children below the age of 18 have not been established.

Radiopharmaceuticals should be used only by physicians who are qualified by training and experience in the safe use and handling of radionuclides and whose experience and training have been approved by the appropriate government agency authorized to license the use of radionuclides.

The expiration date for Thallous Chloride TI 201 is a maximum of five days post-calibration.

ADVERSE REACTIONS: A single adverse reaction to the administration of Thallous Chloride TI 201 has been reported consisting of hypotension accompanied by pruritus and a diffuse rash which resolved after antihistamines and steroids within one hour.

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION: The recommended adult (70kg) dose of Thallous Chloride TI 201 is 1±1.5mCi. Thallous Chloride TI 201 is intended for intravenous administration only.

For patients undergoing resting thallium studies, imaging is optimally begun within 10-20 minutes after injection. Several investigators have reported improved myocardial-to-background ratios when patients are injected in the fasting state, in an upright posture, or after briefly ambulating.

Best results with thallium imaging performed in conjunction with exercise stress testing appear to be obtained if the thallium is administered when the patient reaches maximum stress and when the stress is continued for 30 seconds to one minute after injection. Imaging should begin within ten minutes post-injection since target-to-background ratio is optimum by that time. Several investigators have reported significant decreases in the target-to-background ratios of lesions attributable to transient ischemia two hours after the completion of stress testing.

The patient dose should be measured by a suitable radioactivity calibration system immediately prior to administration.

HOW SUPPLIED: Thallous Chloride TI 201 for intravenous administration is supplied as a sterile, non-pyrogenic solution containing at calibration time, 1mCi/mi of Thallous TI 201, 3mg/ml sodium chloride, and 3mg/ml of benzyl alcohol. The pH is adjusted to be between 5-7 with hydrochloric acid and/or sodium hydroxide solution. Vials are available in the following quantities of radioactivity: 2, 4 and 6 mCi of Thallous TI 201.

The contents of the vial are radioactive. Adequate shielding and handling precautions must be maintained.
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Chromatography of Technetium-99m Radiopharmaceuticals
—A Practical Guide
by Philip J. Robbins

8½ x 11” softcover, 48 pages
$12.00 SNM members;
$16.00 non-members
Publication Date: January 1984

To provide up-to-date information about the most accurate procedures for ensuring quality control of radiopharmaceuticals, The Society of Nuclear Medicine presents Chromatography of Technetium-99m Radiopharmaceuticals—A Practical Guide.

This new manual offers readers a collection of miniaturized chromatographic methods for the rapid and precise determination of the radiochemical purity of commonly used Tc-99m radiopharmaceuticals.

Topics covered include the nature and source of impurities, principles and classic techniques of chromatography, methods for counting miniature chromatographic strips, and pitfalls of miniature methods and how to avoid them. Also contained herein is a listing of each radiopharmaceutical with the USP criteria for radiochemical purity, typical scans of impure products, and standards and interlaboratory comparisons for miniaturized systems.

Prepared to aid nuclear medicine personnel in implementing voluntary quality-assurance programs, the material may also be used as a training resource for individuals preparing for professional licensure and certification.

Ordering Information:
Add $2.50 postage and handling for each book ordered. Prepayment required in U.S. funds drawn on U.S. banks only. Check or purchase order must accompany all orders. Make checks payable to: The Society of Nuclear Medicine. Prices are subject to change without notice.

The Society of Nuclear Medicine
475 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10016
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New Thyroid Uptake System Gives You An Instant Patient Report Print-Out

featuring a wide range of clinical applications

- Counterbalanced arm for simple positioning
- Built-in multichannel analyzer
- Menu prompting for simplicity of operation
- Automated result computation, decay correction and peak highlighted energy calibration.
- Well counter for Q.A. swipe tests, shillings test and other applications.

![Image of medical equipment]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATIENT NAME</th>
<th>BILL O'NEILL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PATIENT I.D.</td>
<td>312-44-5905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO IODE DOSE (UCI)</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACQUISITION TIME (HH:MM:SS)</td>
<td>0:00:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACKGROUND CPM</td>
<td>606.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPSULE CPM</td>
<td>69912.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACKGROUND CPM</td>
<td>606.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPSULE CPM</td>
<td>69884.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATIENT CPM</td>
<td>14100.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THYROID UPTAKE 1</td>
<td>19.478X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACKGROUND CPM</td>
<td>606.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPSULE CPM</td>
<td>19766.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATIENT CPM</td>
<td>4444.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THYROID UPTAKE 2</td>
<td>20.135X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACKGROUND CPM</td>
<td>606.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPSULE CPM</td>
<td>19807.908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATIENT CPM</td>
<td>5760.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THYROID UPTAKE 3</td>
<td>26.842X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INSTANTANEOUS PRINT-OUT OF PATIENT REPORT.
Shown above is a 58% reduction of an actual report as printed by the ND62T.

Write or phone for product brochure.

Medical Products

Volume 25, Number 3
THE PROBLEM: You would like to do the lung perfusion images first, look at the images and decide if a ventilation study is called for.

THE SOLUTION: Xenon 127. Its higher energies allow effective elimination of Tc 99m gammas from subsequent ventilation images.

THE PROBLEM: The short half-life of Xenon 133 makes availability a problem, increases shipping costs, and we lose much of it through decay.

THE SOLUTION: Xenon 127. Its 36 day half-life eliminates the inherent problems of short lived Xenon 133.

THE PROBLEM: Xenon delivery systems currently being offered are not sufficiently shielded for Xenon 127.

THE SOLUTION: The XENAMATIC Xenon Gas Delivery System with the optional Xenon 127 lead shielding. Additional lead is provided throughout the unit. In strategic locations we provide up to 1/2 inch of lead. Our goal: to achieve a radiation level of less than 2 mr/hr at the surface under normal use conditions.

THE PROBLEM: Xenon Traps are really delay systems. If it delays the Xenon long enough for it to decay, then it approaches a trap in function. With Xenon 127, activated charcoal traps either must be significantly larger than previously available traps or they must be refrigerated.

THE SOLUTION: The XENAMATIC. Our Xenon Trap Cartridge Pack offers 20 feet of continuous activated charcoal pathway (3” in diameter) via nine individual tubes connected in series. Additionally, the individual tubes are specially constructed to inhibit the normal redistribution of “trapped” Xenon which occurs even when the trap is not being used.

THE XENAMATIC™ IS THE ONLY ANSWER!

For more information, call or write today:

DIVERSIFIED DIAGNOSTIC PRODUCTS, INC.
7007 Brittmoore #15
Houston, Texas 77041
713-466-9728
Positions Open

ASSISTANT CHIEF NUCLEAR MEDICINE SERVICE: ABNM certified or eligible Physician. Experience in nuclear medicine procedures desirable. Affiliation with Wright State University School of Medicine. Will afford teaching responsibility and academic appointment. Excellent salary and fringe benefits. Equal opportunity employer. Send inquiries including curriculum vitae to: Chief Personnel Service (05), VA Medical Center, West Third Street, Dayton, OH 45428; (513)268-6511, ext. 208.

The University of California, Los Angeles, seeks an ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, Division of Biophysics. Position available Spring 1984. The successful applicant will be expected to develop a research program in positron-emitting labeled radiopharmaceuticals and participate in the education of students and residents. Minimum qualifications include a Ph.D. in chemistry and specialized training in synthetic organic and radiopharmaceutical chemistry with emphasis on fluorine chemistry. Submit curriculum vitae, bibliography and references by April 1, 1984 to: J.R. Barbo, PhD, UCLA School of Medicine, Department of Radiological Sciences, Diision of Biophysics, Los Angeles, CA 90024. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

CYCLOTRON ENGINEER. The Cerebrovascular Research Center (CVRC) of the University of Pennsylvania wishes to recruit a Cyclotron Engineer for the Amn Manager/Principal Cyclotron Operator of its newly established PET Center Cyclotron Facility. Initial responsibilities will involve assisting in the setup with cyclotron engineering aspects during design, construction, installation, and start-up of the Facility. Eventual duties will include: operation and maintenance of cyclotron and associated equipment; maintenance of facility safety systems; supervision of assistant cyclotron operators; and coordination of engineering activities on a routine basis. Experience in physics aspects of accelerator operation desirable. For consideration, forward resume to: CVRC, Attention: Dr. Ralph C. Cuculis, Philadelphia, PA 19104. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

The University of Michigan Medical School, Department of Internal Medicine, has a position available at the Veterans Administration Hospital to work in the DIVISION OF GENERAL MEDICINE. The individual will have patient care activities in both ambulatory care and inpatient settings. Candidates should be board eligible in internal medicine and have an interest in providing patient care and research. For details, including curriculum vitae, to: John F. Krosby, MD, The University of Michigan Medical School, Department of Internal Medicine, 1500 E. Medical Center Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48109. The University of Michigan is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.

DIRECTOR EXECUTIVE Western Regional Chapters, SNMM. Position to begin: July 1, 1985. A BA degree or equivalent in experience required, preferably in medical science. Send 4 copies of letter of application, resume with references, and salary history to: WR, SNMM, PO Box 40279, San Francisco, CA 94140, by May 1, 1984.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE PHYSICIAN. Position now available for a certified or board eligible Nuclear Medicine Physician interested in academic nuclear medicine at an affiliated midwestern medical institution. Candidate will join two full-time experienced and certified physicians. Position includes teaching, patient services, and research. All facets of imaging, including ECT, and unique in vitro laboratory. Approved residencies and technology training program. Contact: Dr. Dan B. Holmes, MD, Harry S. Truman Memorial Veterans Hospital, 800 Stadium Road, Columbia, MO 65201. (314)443-2511, ext. 6675. An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE PHYSICIAN. Experience in Nuclear Medicine or Nuclear Medicine Physician in expanding progressive private in vivo and in vitro NM outpatient laboratory. Applicant should be board certified by ABNM or board eligible in Nuclear Medicine with preferably two years internal medicine residency training. Medical school association or affiliation possible if desired. Please send resume to: Box 301, Society of Nuclear Medicine, 475 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10016.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE SUPERVISOR. The diagnostic laboratory at Our Lady of the Lake Regional Medical Center, in Baton Rouge, LA, a 550-bed acute care facility, is seeking a supervisor to oversee the nuclear medicine section. Applicants must be certi

PLACEMENT

Filing away the way for the future of nuclear medicine

Send your tax-deductible donation to: The Education & Research Foundation c/o The Society of Nuclear Medicine 475 Park Ave. New York, NY 10016

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY INSTRUCTORS. Responsibilities: (1) Plan, implement, coordinate, and instruct new nuclear medicine technology program; (2) academic advising of students; (3) perform committee assignments; (4) assist in continuing education and community services. Qualifications: (1) Graduate from formal nuclear medicine technology training program in AAMA approved school required; (2) registered radiologic technologist and have course work on nuclear medicine technologist at B.S. level required, Master's preferred; (3) three years experience in medicine and one year teaching experience preferred. Position available Spring 1984. Complete application must be received by April 1, 1984, on form provided by the Equal Employment Opportunity Office, Chattanooga State Technical Community College, 1300 Allison Highway, Chattanooga, TN 37406; 967-4458. An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.

RADIOLOGIST wanted to join a 7-man private practice group in a 500-bed progressive hospital in suburban New Orleans. Prefer applicant board certified in radiology and certified or eligible in nuclear medicine. Nuclear Medicine Section is well-equipped with emphasis on nuclear cardiology. Please send resume to: A.R. Sandrock, MD, Dept. of Radiology, East Jefferson General Hospital, 4200 Houma Blvd., Metairie, LA 70001.

RESEARCH INSTRUCTOR. Research instructor needed to conduct research studies leading to the improvement of tomographic procedures. Design, carry out, and interpret appropriate tomographic radiopharmaceutical distribution studies. Supervise laboratory technical personnel in the performance of assigned tasks. Requires M.D. or Ph.D. in radiological physics or radiological sciences with 1 year fellowship level training in single-photon tomographic and physiological laboratory investigations. Must have experience in nuclear medical investigative laboratory techniques and dedicated computers. Must be able to operate radionuclide imaging systems. Must be able to design and carry out animal distribution studies of radiopharmaceuticals designed for tomographic imaging. 40 hour week $24,000 per year. Apply at Texas Employment Commission, Dallas, TX. Job order #251243. Ad paid by An Equal Opportunity Employer.

POSITION WANTED

Board certified NUCLEAR MEDICINE PHYSICIAN with 18 years experience in nuclear medicine, nuclear cardiology and internal medicine seeking to relocate in Southeast. All possibilities considered. Looking to join hospital, group, or clinic for full-time practice of nuclear medicine and/or internal medicine. Reply Box 302, Society of Nuclear Medicine, 475 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10016.

FOR SALE

INFORMATIK SIMIS 3 COMPUTER SYSTEM includes magnetic tape. For information call (813) 953-1103 or write Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, Memorial Hospital, Sarasota, FL 33579.

Paying the way for the future of nuclear medicine
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The Department of Radiology at Harvard Medical School invites applications to its two- and one-year residency programs in nuclear medicine and nuclear radiology for 1984 and 1985.

Further requests should be directed to: S. James Adelstein, M.D., Ph.D., Director, The Joint Program in Nuclear Medicine, Department of Radiology, Harvard Medical School, 25 Shattuck Street, Boston, MA 02115.

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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Noninvasive Medical Imaging — An International Journal

This journal was created for 3 purposes: to focus on the advances of the 5 major noninvasive imaging modalities: computed tomography and ultrasound, digital radiography, magnetic resonance imaging, and nuclear medicine; to alert the physician, through development of imaging protocols, to the most efficient and cost-effective sequences of noninvasive imaging modalities to be used in the evaluation of disease; and to inform the physician of the major socioeconomic changes occurring in the practice of medicine. To achieve these purposes, the journal is divided into 7 major editorial sections. 4 of the sections are devoted to the noninvasive imaging modalities. A 5th editorial section, Clinical Review, examines the clinical applications of a modality or its applicability for study of a specific disease. Grand Rounds of Imaging, another regular feature, examines various imaging modalities in studying a particular disease or in the evaluation of a diagnosis, with an emphasis of efficiency and cost-effectiveness. The final journal section, Socioeconomics, will concentrate on important socioeconomic issues in medicine generally, and in particular, medical imaging. Articles in this section will discuss the ways in which changes taking place in our health care delivery system will affect patient care and the use of imaging modalities.
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Nuclear Medicine in Clinical Practice
Selective Correlation with Ultrasound and Computerized Tomography
Edited by Larry D. Greenfield and J. Michael Uszler

This text reviews in practical fashion both the physiologic basis and technical aspects of the various diagnostic and therapeutic nuclear medicine procedures as well as selective correlations with ultrasound and computerized tomography. The purpose of this book is to give the most up-to-date statement of the continuing development of nuclear medicine and to give the reader a good understanding of the frequency complementary and occasionally competitive relationships between nuclear medicine and other diagnostic and therapeutic modalities.


"Certain areas, though brief, are particularly illuminating and should be singled out for credits: the discussions on osteomyelitis in the chapter on bone and joint imaging, or ventilation / perfusion (V/Q) scanning for pulmonary embolism, and of the treatment of hyperthyroidism. These should help orient the resident physician in training and will provide useful in any medical training program. It is a good review for candidates preparing for examinations that include the proper use of radionuclides. In fact, it is the most compact, complete, and practical book on Nuclear Medicine currently available."

John B. Selby, Journal of Nuclear Medicine,
Vol. 24, No. 2, February, 1983

Reprinted with permission from the Society of Nuclear Medicine.
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Introducing the most advanced cardiac stress system — the EDC Model 8450. Now you can program any protocol in seconds — either workload or heart rate — right at the front panel by a mere touch of the programmer.

Our powerful microprocessor insures the highest accuracy of any stress system — and as an option, you can have a permanent printed record of the entire stress test, with digital readings of elapsed time, workload, and heart rate every six seconds — and with the integrated workload (in KPM) at the end of each program segment.

These three new advances have been added to the already well accepted features of our classic model 8430, with its ability to be used either as a stress testing table or as a general imaging table — its fully adjustable table and ergometer — its clear, error-proof, digital readouts — its sturdy construction — and all the other excellent features that nuclear cardiology has come to expect from EDC.

We think the EDC Model 8450 has everything you will ever want, or need, for Cardiac Stress Testing. Give us a call for further details.
CLEARLY, THE BEST

Lead glass acrylic syringe shield

See through viewing. (360°)
Maximum hand protection
Color coded for  
  - Glucoscan
  - Osteolite
  - Pulmolite
  - Pyrolite

4.2 density
Lightweight (3 ounces)
Accommodates most 3cc disposable syringes

In addition, we have a complete line of Syringe Shields, lead lined Containers and Holders.

Please call or write for our Free Catalog.

Atomic Products Corporation
ATOMLAB DIVISION • ESTABLISHED 1949
P.O. BOX 1157, CENTER MORICHES, NEW YORK 11934 USA
(516) 878-1074
TWX #510-228-0449
E-XE Dispenser
(Xenon Administration Unit/MPI)

- Designed and built for maximum safety
- Assures correct dosage with MPI Xenon Xe 133 Gas (Xenon Xe 133) 10 or 20 mCi vials.
- MPI Xenon vial remains in shipping container at all times, including administration.
- Easy to load
- Convenient operation
- Lightweight, durable metal construction

MEDI-PHYSICS, INC., EMERYVILLE, CALIF.
SUBSIDIARY OF HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE INC.
5801 Christie Avenue, Emeryville, CA 94608. For More Information, Please Call (415) 652-7650.
Inside California Toll Free (800) 772-2477. Outside California Toll Free (800) 227-0492.